the difficulties of the present, to plan for the future,
to be ready for the unexpected. It was saved by his "wise
statesmanship, his gift for reconciling men who could not
agree, his complete forgetfulness of himself in his work
for Poland.
On the surface it looked as if his career were over.
Since he was ten years old, he had had but one dream—
the independence of Poland. Now she was free. But was
the goal really attained? At the moment Poland seemed
an idea rather than a fact. He had now a new task—
to lead this free nation back to the high place it had had
centuries before, to make her once more a Great Power
in Europe. Another dream? The first had come true.
He would make the second a reality also.
He had no time to celebrate a triumph, to rejoice that
his goal was reached. He saw how necessary it was to
create rapidly the structure of a state, with its own
army, constitution, and all the usual attributes of a
modern government. Poland must not be lacking when
the war should be finally liquidated by the Allies.
First of all, a strong and efficient army. He had some
remnants of the Legions, men he had himself trained,
men he had tested over and over, men he could trust.
He had also the second section of the First Brigade,
the secret P.O.W. which now flourished in Eussian
Poland and Austrian Poland and German Poland, on
the Italian front and in Siberia. By letter and telegram
and in person these men reported for duty at the Belve-
dere, the palace in Warsaw where Pilsudski lived as
Chief of State.
"Commander, I am here, at your service. What do
you want me to do?"
He had been so long at Magdeburg that there were
great gaps in his knowledge of Polish affairs. He lis-
tened to all the delegations those two days and made his
plans, attacking the most pressing problem first. It was
necessary to restore some sort of order. He mobilized

